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DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTALLATION

Walking in fields has never been more fun than with Roseaux, a “particip’active” and
playfully interactive installation.
 
Composed of individual reeds that rise into the sky, Roseaux invites users to activate
the base of the reeds by stepping on sensors, rhythmically propelling myriad colours
up the stem.

Alone or in a group, the fun and exciting race begins to give the reeds a single, solid
colour. The visual parade punctuated by a vibrant soundscape in a perfect
synchrony of light and sound creates an energizing sensory experience.

In standby mode, gently pulsing light and sound beckon users to activate the reeds
and give the space a dreamlike ambiance.

CREDIT
Short credit
(Must be mentioned in all time)
Creation and artistic direction: 1ToMn
Co-Owners: Init and 1ToMn
Tour production: Creos

Long credit
Creation and artistic direction: 1ToMn
Light and sound design: UDO Design and Serge Maheu
Interactive control system design: Serge Maheu
Co-Owners: Init and 1ToMn
Tour production: Creos

PRESENTED IN
Repentigny 2021 (QC, Canada)
Vieux Saint-Jean, Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu 2021 (QC, Canada)
Plein les yeux plein les oreilles, Place Jean Béliveau, Quebec City 2021-22 (QC,
Canada
Luminothérapie and MONTRÉAL EN LUMIÈRE, 2022 (QC, Canada)
Titletown, Green Bay 2022 (WI, USA)
Avenida, Houston 2022 (TX, USA)
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PHOTOS
HERE

Photo credit mention:
Roseaux, created by 1ToMn (Photo: xxx)

ON SOCIAL MEDIA 
#roseaux #1ToMn #particip’active #roseauxontour
1ToMn - Facebook / Instagram: @1tomn
Init - Facebook / Instagram: @init.wow
Creos  - Facebook/Twitter/Instagram: @gocreos

INSPIRATION

“The inspiration for Roseaux came from a wind-swept spot that was to become a sea
of people during coming events. The poetry of a bed of broad-leafed cattails (marsh
reeds) lulled by the wind held the visual appeal of an experiential destination that
could be adapted to its location. In contrast to the long, graceful stems topped by a
spike-shaped inflorescence, we wanted to create playful and very techno, almost
urban reeds. As 1ToMn designs and creates ‘’particip'active’’ and interactive
artworks, our aim was to urge users to move and have fun while encouraging their
competitive side, in a colorful and illuminated atmosphere as beautiful by day as it is
by night.

With the collaboration of UDO
and Serge Maheu, we
developed a lighting and
musical interactivity based on
the combination of color ranges
in a chromatic wheel. The
melody is enhanced by
luminous colors. Users
“modulate” the reeds using their
speed and agility, creating a
total effervescence of the reed.

Whether alone or in groups, on one, two or six reeds, participants create a unique
visual and acoustical atmosphere with each passage.

From the inspiration of the Roseaux to the implementation on site, we have
experienced a fascinating journey that makes us want to design and create new
artworks with a touch of madness to bring more smiles to users everywhere.’’ -
1ToMn
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1wNN-t_8UsaPYptARycrSahT5WXeu_0yZ?usp=sharing


THE TEAM BEHIND ROSEAUX

1ToMn (1 Touch of Madness) - Creation and Artistic Direction, Co-Owner

1ToMn (One Touch of Madness) is a young creative
company with a crazy touch that designs and
produces architectural works as well as
‘particip'active' and interactive installations made to
animate public spaces and provide new experiences
for users.

1ToMn transforms the perception of spaces and architecture by cleverly mastering
movement, light and sound. Architects, engineers and designers are united in the
creation of physical art installations that travel or carry the public into universes
where the unexpected is combined with amazement.

UDO Design- Light and Sound Design

UDO Design was founded more than 10 years ago by
Ludovic Lefévère, architect DPLG, with the aim of
showcase architecture and cityscapes through lighting.
For each project—infrastructure, heritage building,
new construction, performance hall, public space or

illuminated night walk—the team is committed to creating animated environments
that take the public on a journey. The way users interact with light is at the heart of
UDO’s creative process aimed at transforming places, events and objects into
vibrant, inclusive and unforgettable experiences.

UDO’s conceptual approach and technical choices are focused on the users’
well-being and the respect of their environment in the spirit of sustainable
development. 

Serge Maheu – Co-Light and Sound Design and Interactive Control System
Design

Trained as a computer engineer, Serge Maheu has
followed a more creative path that led him into
arts and multimedia production. He is a
multi-faceted professional with experience in film,
animation, photography, sound & music,
computer programming, mathematics,
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https://1tomn.com/
http://udo.city/
https://sergemaheu.com/


interactivity, electronics and design, as well as an avid lover of straight and obliques
lines, squares, pixels and concrete, minimalist and repetitive music. He strives to
create innovative art based on a certain digital poetry while pursuing the relation of
mankind with the digital world. He’s open to fresh ideas, collaborations, and new art
(or non-art) forms. Serge also produces maple syrup with his father every spring,
but that’s a whole other story.

ABOUT INIT – Ideas that go a long way! -  Co-owner

Init specializes in the creation and production of participatory touring installations,
combining innovation and expertise to design products that are second to none. Init
collaborates with local and international creators, multidisciplinary teams and
renowned designers to make their creations tourable.

The Init team blends innovation and expertise to take each idea to new heights by
constantly raising the industry's standards of quality.

At the forefront of public space design, Init also offers advice on urban scenography
to make public spaces lively and attractive.

Collaborating with Init means opening a door to wonder with every project.

ABOUT CREOS - The art of bring art to the world - Tour producer

Creos’ mission is to democratize public art by traveling with these installations in
order to increase their influence all over the world by transforming public spaces
into must-see destinations!

Recognized as an international leader in its field, Creos acts as an active liaison
between managers, developers, creators, and distributors of public art around the
world. 

Creos offers a diverse portfolio of installations tailored to venues, offering visitors a
unique and memorable sensory and interactive experience. 

Discover Creos’ portfolio HERE.
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https://creativeinit.io/en/?_ga=2.110114501.1710366786.1642013869-810981699.1638461292&_gl=1*z11zm6*_ga*ODEwOTgxNjk5LjE2Mzg0NjEyOTI.*_ga_02WBDGSRWM*MTY0MjAxMzg2Ni45LjAuMTY0MjAxMzg2Ni4w
https://www.creos.io/en/
https://www.creos.io/en/portfolio/

